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New AZ Law on Self Referred
Laboratory Testing
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Q: Now that individuals may obtain lab tests without an

order, what is my liability if I refuse to discuss the results

with my patient of a test I did not order?

A. Arizona recently passed a law that allows a Person to obtain

any laboratory test from a licensed clinical laboratory on

a direct access basis without an order if the laboratory offers

that laboratory test to the public on a direct access basis' The

law also requires the rePort of

the test results to be provided

by the lab to the person who

was the subject ofthe test. The

report must state in bold tyPe

that it is the responsibility of

the person who was tested

to arrange with the Person's

"health care provider" for con-

sultation and interpretation of

the test results.

The law further provides that

ifthe provider did not order the laboratory test:

. The provider's duty of care to a patient does not include any

responsibility to review or act on the laboratory test result;

and

. The provider is not subject to the liability or disciplinary

actions for the failure to review or act on the results of the

Iaboratory test.

Providers who order a laboratory test have a duty to the patient

to both review and act on the results. The legislature was

presumably sensitive about imposing a duty (and liability) on

providers to review and act on patient selÊordered (consumer)

test results. For this reason, a provider has no duty to review

and act on such test results.

If a person wants a provider to interpret the test results, the

law provides that the person tested is "responsible" to "arrange

with the person's health care provider for consultation and

interpretation of the test results." The law does not state how

"consultation" should take place, for example must it be in per-

son, and it does not address whether a provider may refuse to

interpret the results or should be compensated for interpreting

the test results. However, if such a consultation occt¡rs' regard-

less of the form it takes, the provider will now have a legal duty

to the patient to comPetently review and act on the test results'

It is likely that such direct access lab reports will be provided by

testing labs and/or patients to providers. Ifthis occurs, it is also

likely that some providers will inadvertently review the results

without being asked to or being aware it was selÊordered'

Although the law provides immunity for "failure to review or

act on the results," the law is ambiguous as to whether a "failure

to act" would include a provider who inadvertently reviews the

report, but fails to act on the results. Atizona case law sr¡ggests

that in this situation, a provider who reviews the report likely

triggers a duty to the patient to review it competently and to

act on the results.

For this reasorì' providers may decide to have staff screen for

such selÊordered laboratory test reports to avoid the potential
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The report n'rust state in bold

Vpe that it is the responslbility

of the person who was tested

to arrange with the Person's
"health care provider" for

consultation and interPreta-

tion of the test results,
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duty of care thât could result from inadvertently reviewing

rhem. Since it is the patient's responsibility to arrange for

consultation, unless reviewed, it is not the provider's responsi-

bility to follow-up with the patient when a selÊordered report

is received.

As these lab reports are a communication related to a patientt

physical health or condition prepared by a provider, they

should be kept as part of the charr. However, if not reviewed,

I suggest speciÊcally noting on ir: "report received but not

reviewed per A.R.S. 536-468(C)."

In summar¡ it is likely that some patients who obrain direcr

access labs will have them sent to their providers whether or

nor they request interpretation. Until a patient requests that

it be interpreted as part of a consultation, there is no duty

to review it and act on it. However, if you voluntarily or

inadvertently review the test results, you have likely assumed a

duty and therefore potential liability to the pâtient for failure to

appropriately review and/or âct upon the results. As to whether a

provider may refuse to interpret the test results on request with

a patient, it may be acceptable to refuse if the test is outside of
your scope of practice, if the patient refuses to make an appoint-

ment, or refuses to pay for the consultation. On the other hand,

some providers may be pleased that their Patients are proactively

engaged in their own care, which is one of the claimed beneÊts of
the law, and decide to review and follow-up on the results without

a request for consultation or payment. However, if the patient is

willing to comply with the law and arrange for a consultation,

and the test is within the scope ofyour practice, a refusal could be

a violation of the law and medical practice acts. A[l

This article first appeared ¡n the June 2015, MICA Risk Adv¡soty,

as the Counsels CorneÍ lt ¡s reprinted with perm¡ssion of MICA.

Paut J. G¡ancola, JD, ¡s a paftner ¡n the Healthcare Practice Group,

Snell & W¡lmq LLP, Phoenix, Arizona.

Since it is the patient's

responsibility to arrange for

consuliation, unless

reviewed, it is not the
provider's responsibility to

follow-up with the patient

when a self-ordered report

is received.
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Free Business Process Consultation

Toshiba's healthcare solutions bring our
100 years of technology understanding
into your most vital business areas. Collabo-
rate to increase operational efficienc¡ while
integrating existing systems and processes

to create a client focused, efficient result.
Your practice deserves the experience

ofa trusted partner,

Contact us for your free consultation.

sim plif y@tbs.toshiba.com

Please reference code
'RG1O76' in your ema¡\.
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